In the paper, the adequate theory of oscillator is presented, being a sort of prelude to verification of the classical theory of mechanics. The developed theory is based on a properly understood notion of energy, quantum value changes of its determined measures (potentials), as well as of such changes types of sites of full energetic states which presents the essence of the true principle of the energy conservation. In the first part of the paper the principle of energy conservation was considered. Then the energetic aspects of the oscillator motion, with an exemplary real system motion was presented. The third part was a development of kinetics of a body in the harmonic motion and verification of the adequate theory of the oscillator. At the end, this Part 4 is devoted to the determination of the gravity acceleration by means of the mathematical pendulum to confirm the previously presented findings.
INTRODUCTION
First two parts of the paper served to introduce readers into the problems of verification of the classical mechanics [1, 2] . General characteristics of the classical mechanics were presented based on the references. Exemplification of artifacts of the classical theory of oscillator was developed. Part 2 of the paper was to consider the energetic aspects of oscillator motion, by description of an exemplary real system motion in reference to the existent differential equation of the oscillator motion. Part 3 covered the kinetics of a body under the harmonic motion and verification of the adequate theory of oscillator [3] . This Part 4 of the paper is to show the results of another method for determination of the gravity acceleration, compare with the first one, and sum up the new achievements in the mechanics.
DETERMINATION OF THE GRAVITY ACCELERATION BY MEANS OF MATHEMATICAL PENDULUM
The gravity acceleration has been decided to be determined one more time, with other method, to obtain further confirmation of the adequacy for the determined value of that, surely an essential physical magnitude. A very popular method has been chosen, used primarily for this task. This is the method of mathematical pendulum, as a sort of the string angular oscillator. Surely one cannot assume this existent theory of pendulum because it arose on the classical ground and possesses a determined fault/defect, in the way as it is in reference to the existent classical theory of the spring harmonic oscillator. Here also the energetic quantum approach to the described reality has been used. Anyway one cannot proceed in other way because of the characteristic feature of the nature which is just quantum [8] [9] [10] [11] . Here only that part of the theory which may be directly used to determine the gravity acceleration is given. This has been derived basing on the scheme (Fig. 15) . A point material body is in the angular unstable position where its inertia is distinctly emphasized/set off. Only the tangent component of the initial inertia force a os has been marked. The body has its fixation/fastening on the grappled, in a determined point, the string of length l o . It has been deflected at the angle φ o from the vertical position which corresponds with a stable energetic state of the system.
After the body release from the unstable position it will be permeating the space-time with the accelerated motion, determined by the mentioned angle. The length of the angular way/trajectory is described by the following relationship:
The angular acceleration ε, being the second derivative of the former magnitude, possesses the following analytical record:
where ε o denotes an initial angular acceleration; all other parameters are known yet [1] [2] [3] . After the transition of the body through the space-time, for t o = Tln2, there will be the following relation between the extremes of the accelerations: Finally, as the average of these results, the analogous one as before [3] the result has been obtained, namely g = 3.85 m⋅s -2 . Both considered methods have been set up and confronted (Fig. 16) , by presenting proper, corresponding to them, the formulae on the gravity acceleration, and the value of that physical magnitude has been placed in the center of the Fig. 16 . 
CONCLUSION
In conclusion it is worth stating that the presented papers (Parts 1 though 4) indicate directly on the quantum character of the considered phenomena, as may be judged on the basis of these considerations; in fact one may assume all the phenomena are taking place in the nature [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Therefore there is no place for so called a classical mechanics which, together with the quantum mechanics, still forms a kind of "bimechanics" (by analogy to e.g. bimetal). Until this time both the mechanics function one by another, presenting different, quite separate look and approach to the reality. The classical mechanics, as such, assumes the continuity of energy variation, whereas the second one states a jump, quantum changes of this magnitude. Meanwhile the energy changes only by the quantum. The classical approach should be concerned rather on the work only which has been identified with energy. There should be one mechanics only, without additional qualifications or designations which divide them quite non-reasonably.
As given it the title, this is only a prelude to the verification of classical mechanics. The existent classical knowledge of reality is bristled up with the elements of mathematic creation to such a degree that it lost its character of an adequate knowledge. Thus the classical mechanics should be verified by detachment/irrelevance from the main still developed speculative approach/direction, forming a loop of verification crossing through the source where the truth of reality is situated.
In the light of this investigation, one should refer to the expressed regret in the work [7] : "Nobody until now has formulated an appropriate quantum theory of the gravity, whereas a graviton, or a quantum of gravitation, remains the notion of poor appreciation and is rather elusive. An attempt to unify the gravitation with other natural reactions seems to be futile/vain as one can hardly obtain a homogeneous/uniform theory of which one part is quantum but not the other".
And this is the state-of-art referred to mechanics, or in fact "bimechanics" as earlier noticed. No strange that a quantum of the gravitation is incomprehensible, poorly perceptible if also the energy is still so enigmatically explained and identified with work. Nothing strange, because the Newton's law refers to the imaginative reality [12] , and the force of gravity is projected or completely eliminated. That last operation has been used in introduction of a classical equation of the oscillator motion. Quantum theory of gravitation? Why talking about a quantum theory of this phenomenon by tolerating at the same time a non-quantum theory? Gravitation is in fact, quantum and the theory of touching this phenomenon should be one and adequate.
At the end it is worth admitting that one cannot consider the gravitation in separation from inertia which unfortunately is recognized as a fictitious thing by introducing its measure as the fictitious inertia force (d'Alembert principle). Therefore one cannot say just about a graviton, or rather gravitational potential, but also of inertion or inertive potential, as well as of other potentials which characterize energetic states of particular elements of the whole considered system of material bodies. All of these things are to be considered and discussed in further Authors' works, in the near future.
